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Our mission is to provide learning experiences that ignite student 
potential. We create life changing opportunities for students. Our 
studio is a hub of creative energy where students feel inspired, 
connected and supported.

Our vision is to empower students to dream, believe and achieve. We pride ourselves on providing a safe and supportive 

environment that strives to stretch and extend each student. Our commitment to excellence has resulted in us earning the 

reputation as being an elite provider of education and training for up-coming artists across Australia.

We believe in the many benefits of dance. Dance improves confidence and boosts creativity, it also improves fitness and 

wellbeing. Our dance studio is also a place where you can expect to feel connected and a sense of belonging.

Dynamite Studios attracts quality teachers and choreographers with international experience. Our staff walk alongside 

students, mentoring and inspiring them on their journey to reach their fullest potential. Our vivacious team have 

developed programs that are suitable for each stage of ability from entry level to professional. It is our aim to help your 

child grow in skill, ability and confidence.

We welcome you to our vibrant and tight-knit family and look forward to supporting you on your artistic journey.

Abbe Bradbury | Artistic Director 

Welcome to 
Dynamite Studios

Abbe Bradbury
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Who 
are we?

Situated on the northern end of the beautiful Gold Coast, Dynamite 
Studios has grown into one of the most successful performing arts 
education and training facilities in Australia.

Expectation of excellence
Dynamite has grown into one of the most successful 

performing arts training and education schools in 

Australia. Our leading educators draw on their vast 

personal experiences and current industry connections 

to deliver world-class training. Our classes are suitable 

for individuals of varying abilities, from the beginner to 

the professional there is a place for you in our vibrant 

and vivacious community.

Our unique culture
We have established a close knit artistic community with 

a strong family focus. We have a unique and special 

culture where staff, students and parents feel part of 

a family. We value the positive bonds that connect 

our community and provide for a safe and supportive 

environment for students to thrive.

Be trained by industry professionals 
Your future is important to us. Our focus is to support 

students to dare to dream and show them how to make 

their creative vision a reality. Our expert staff offer 

specialist training to help you ignite your career goals. 

We teach the industry-specific skills needed to launch 

a career with longevity. Every student matters to us. 

We truly do want to walk with you on your pathway to 

success. We want to support and encourage you to 

dream, believe and achieve.

Student wellbeing 
At Dynamite Studios we believe that the whole-person 

needs to be nurtured in order to flourish. In addition to 

our intensive dance instruction, we deliver a wellbeing 

program that is designed to support the development 

of a growth mindset in order to build confident and 

resilient artists. We also aim to equip our students with 

the 21st century skills they need in order to thrive in 

competitive future market places.
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Our vision is to empower students 

to Dream, Believe and Achieve. 

We strive to offer the education 

and mentorship that ignites 

student potential.

Our mission is to provide learning 

experiences that ignite student 

potential in an environment 

that empowers, supports and 

encourages, creating positive 

life changing opportunities for 

students and trainers. We aim to 

ensure our students have fulfilling 

careers in the performing arts and 

entertainment industries.

At Dynamite Studios we value 

excellence. We expect staff and 

students to act with integrity and 

to be accountable. We strive to 

empower students with the values 

of persistence, dedication and 

resilience. It is our aim to enable 

students to demonstrate market 

leadership, to foster industry 

partnerships and to carve a career 

path that is both creatively and 

financially rewarding.

Vision Mission Values

est. 2007
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Our staff
The staff at Dynamite Studios are professional, passionate and 
dedicated to delivering high quality dance education. Our performance 
trainers and academic staff are committed to our shared belief in an 
“Expectation of Excellence”.

We pride ourselves on providing highly-skilled and qualified trainers assessors and mentors who have demonstrated 

excellence within their own areas of expertise. Our focus is on providing learning opportunities that support the 

growth of the whole person in order to form the foundations for future success. Our suite of specialist staff builds strong 

relationships with their students and strive to transfer the skills and capabilities they require to have their creative dreams 

manifest into reality. 

Dance trainers
 Dynamite Studios is renowned for providing only the 

best quality trainers, assessors and choreographers. We 

are committed to providing training that is relevant to 

arts employers and that will maximize opportunities for 

future employment. Staying in touch with industry by 

engaging only the best quality staff is critical to ensuring 

that training and assessment is aligned to current 

methods, technology, products and performance 

expectations for the workplace. 

Our founder
Abbe is the Creative Director and founder of what has 

become one of the most successful Performing Arts 

Schools in Australia today. A boutique studio, Dynamite 

Studios Australia, began in 2007 when Abbe, returned 

home to the Gold Coast from Sydney in the midst of an 

extensive performance career in Australia and abroad 

and the completion of formal studies. In those early days 

the studio offered ten (10) classes a week only, working 

around her busy working schedule. With a dream that the 

Gold Coast could offer pathways into the industry, she was 

so passionate about, Abbe has worked tirelessly to build 

this unique business now offering a broad and exciting 

range of opportunities for over six hundred (600) students. 

In 2010 Abbe was awarded Young Business Woman of the 

Year in International Women’s day awards and has in 2019 

again been shortlisted as a finalist in similar awards that 

recognised her contribution to education. A high school 

facility for students Year 5 – 12, a Registered Training 

Organisation (RTO) offering national accredited vocational 

training to the Diploma level and casual classes from 

beginners to professional, gaining the attention of those 

who nominated Abbe for this award.

Committed to her own education and professional 

development Abbe has continued her education to 

include a Diploma in Musical Theatre, Certificate IV in 

Training and Assessment and has added Certificate IV 

in Dance Teaching and Management to the company’s 

scope of registration aiming to ensure that Dynamite 

Studios Australia is a training ground also for teaching 

excellence. Abbe’s work, expertise, mentoring, training 

and production prowess can be seen in annual studio 

showcases at HOTA that sell out within days of ticket sales 

being released.

Other credits include: 2012, she gained her Certificate 

IV in Training and Assessment and was also announced 

as the National Choreographer and script-writer for 

Showtime Attractions. 2012 – Dynamite Management 

Australia Pty Ltd was successful in gaining accreditation as 

a registered training organisation (RTO). 2015 Along-side 

co-director Erin O’Flaherty they have built Queensland's 

leading talent agencies, Emerge Agency and Evolution 

Agency. Home to some of the country’s most sort after 

talent. 2016 assistant choreographer alongside Marko 

Panzic for Big Brother opening, 2016 Company manager 

for the Dream Dance Co. 2017. 2018 Abbe was awarded 

'Most Outstanding Activity Leader for School-Aged Kids' 

at 2018 What's On 4 Kids Awards. In 2020 Abbe and 

Co-founder Erin O'Flaherty created the brand Living your 

best life. Focusing on mentoring, inspiring, and educating 

like-minded boss babes. Abbe’s passion, dedication, and 

commitment to excellence in the Performing Arts Industry 

is as strong today as it was when it began in 2007 and 

most certainly contributed to the powerhouse Dynamite 

Studios has become.
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Situated within the Entertainment Precinct of the Gold Coast, Dynamite 
Studios (DSA) facilities are State of the Art.
DSA boasts seven (7) dynamic performance studios, one (1) fully equipped space that hosts our circus arts and acrobatic 

classes, an industry endorsed vocal training space and an open plan School facility. All studios feature professional sound 

systems and professional-grade flooring treatments, ballet bars and mirrors. The DSA studio complex boasts a generous 

reception area, student and teacher break out rooms, kitchen facilities, a retail store and a purpose built photography 

studio, podcast studio, make up room with vanity mirrors and cyclorama. DSA has access to public transport and plenty of 

parking is available within walking distance.

Facilities

X-Treme Studio

Physio Vocal Room

Dynamite Studios



AdministrationStudio Six

Studio Four

Classroom
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Why choose us?
You can count on us to provide an uncompromising dedication to the 
learning growth of each student.

The Dynamite experience
At Dynamite Studios the student feels safe, supported 

and connected. We have developed a unique culture 

where each student feels valued and has a sense of 

belonging. We understand that each journey is different 

and we nurture each student to strive to reach their 

fullest potential. The environment excites the students 

who thrive being surrounded by peers who inspire 

them, teachers who inspire them and people who are 

invested in their journey and want to see them succeed. 

Our parent community
We strive to be the very best we can be so that our 

students feel consistently surrounded by support and 

our parents have been pivotal in creating this culture of 

encouragement. We celebrate each students’ success 

and support all students, regardless of ability, to 

reach their fullest potential. We pride ourselves on the 

community we have established where we treat each 

other with kindness and respect at all times. 

Performance opportunities 
We believe in providing a vast array of paid and 

unpaid performance opportunities. This extends from 

performing within the local community to performing 

with nationally recognized artists. In order to become 

a well-rounded and confident artist you need extensive 

performance experience in a range of contexts.

Industry engagement
Our training is directly linked to real-life employment 

opportunities. You can expect individual career 

mentoring and professional development from staff that 

have extensive industry connections. 

Agency
The investment of Dynamite Studios transcends beyond 

the training of the dance studio.Our strong partnership 

with Evolution and Emerge Agencies allows us to know 

what is currently happening in the national and overseas 

entertainment industry and allows us to implement 

training that transitions talent to real work opportunities 

to improve the employability outcomes of our students. 

This is what has seen our alumni students achieve 

success for the long term.
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Programs
READY SET DANCE (2-5 years)
READY SET DANCE is a one hour READY SET DANCE combo 

class of JAZZ, TAP, HIP HOP, SINGING and MUSIC and a 

whole lot of fun! The program caters for two levels, 2-3 years 

and 4-5 years. JAZZ – Develop muscle strength, control and 

balance and achieve coordination milestones like skipping 

before going to school. HIP HOP – Bust out some ice cold 

moves just like FREEZE to our original hip hop tracks. MUSIC. 

– Develop the musical ear, dynamics and tempo while having 

fun with instruments and the parachute. SINGING – Sing like 

TWIRL and build confidence singing on the microphone. TAP 

– Learn the fundamentals of tap in a playful and creative way 

splashing in puddles and shuffling like a penguin. All these 

ingredients together create a super hour of fun!

Why choose READY SET DANCE?
• Jazz, Tap, Hip Hop and Singing all in one lesson

• Fresh and current

• Appeals to Boys and Girls

• Classes in professional, safe, established studios

• Make memories and celebrate milestones

• Endorsed by early learning experts

READY SET BALLET (2-5 years) 
READY SET BALLET is A 30-minute magical ballet experience 

for 2- 5-year-olds. TWIRL our mascot will lead our little 

dancers through each step of the class as they learn the 

fundamentals of ballet. MUSIC – Engage in specifically 

designed music that captures the beauty of classical ballet 

CURRICULUM – Develop coordination, body awareness, 

strength and flexibility both through visual and auditory 

instruction. MIME – Explore creativity and gain confidence by 

going on a picnic with FREEZE and TWIRL, riding the tutu train 

to a storybook lane and so much more. THEMED DANCES – 

Learn the beautifully themed dances that have music prompts 

to support preschooler’s playful participation. PROPS – Have 

fun twirling with rainbow ribbons, swaying with feathers and 

popping bubbles. These resources support tactile awareness 

and strengthen fine motor coordination and control.

Little Dynamites 
(2-5 Years Acrobatics)
Our Little Dynamites program is a combination class that 

includes learning and mastering gymnastics and acrobatics 

skills as well as dance and music to stimulate physical and 

mental development. This program also instills a strong love 

and passion for physical activity from an early age. Our Little 

Dynamites program encourages little ones’ coordination, 

balance, and confidence in their skills as well as within 

themselves. Classes are a lot of fun with the focus on the 

development of the gross motor skills jumping, running, 

climbing, balancing, and also an introduction to tumbling 

such as forward rolls, bridges, cartwheels, and handstands. 

Children will expend a lot of energy, gain motor skills, 

increase their core strength and stimulate the imagination. 

Our Little Dynamites program is SUPERHERO-themed and 

with the help of our friends ‘Luna & Rocket’, they encourage 

the Little Dynamites to be many different things like kind, 

brave, strong, and much much more. With the positive 

reinforcement that this program instills in the children, you 

will have your very own brave and confident Little Dynamites.

Young Artist (6-10 years)
If you’re a beginner or more advanced student in dance, 

music and/or song, then develop and experience a 

diverse range of skills and styles at the Gold Coast’s leading 

performing arts school. Dynamite Studios Young Artist 

Program is designed to suit performers of all levels, from 

6 years to 10 years, and offers a wide range of classes that 

students can take after school and on weekends. DSA offers 

dance training in every style from Jazz, Tap, Contemporary, 

Lyrical, Stretch and Technique, Turns and Leaps, Hip Hop and 

RAD Classical Ballet, to performing arts training in Singing 

and Acting, Acrobatics, Tumble Track and Hand Balancing, 

Circus Arts and Musical Theatre.

Rising Artist (11-17 years)
This program is for the pre-professional student, whether 

you’re a beginner or more advanced student in dance, music 

and/or song, then develop and experience a diverse range 

of skills and styles at the Gold Coast’s leading performing arts 

school. Dynamite Studios Rising Artist Program is designed 

to suit performers of all levels, from 11 years to 17 years, and 

offers a wide range of classes that students can take after 

school and on weekends. DSA offers dance training in every 

style from Jazz, Tap, Contemporary, Lyrical, Stretch and 

Technique, Turns and Leaps, Hip Hop and RAD Classical 

Ballet, to performing arts training in Singing and Acting, 

Acrobatics, Tumble Track and Hand Balancing, Circus Arts 

and Musical Theatre.

Dynamite Studios
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Genres
Jazz
Classes consist of traditional, Broadway style and 

commercial jazz. Incorporating a blend of turns and 

leaps, technique, strength and style culminating in 

a polished performance piece choreographed by 

working professionals.

Tap
Tap dancing is one of the oldest and most famous 

types of dance. Tap dancing is a lively and rhythmically 

driven style in which the performer is both dancer 

and percussive musician. Tap dancing demands 

a sense of timing and rhythm. Students develop 

strength and stability in the upper body to contrast the 

speedy footwork.

Contemporary 
Contemporary dance is a fusion of technique and raw 

movement, combined with ballet styles and expressive 

flowing patterns to create individual expression through 

movement. Contemporary seeks to work with the 

natural alignment of the body, and is therefore safe 

and accessible for beginners. At the same time, the 

ease of movement promoted by contemporary dance 

techniques allows experienced dancers to push new 

boundaries of body movement. 

Classical Ballet
RAD Exam and open classes available. Ballet is the 

technical foundation of all dance styles and we believe 

it is an integral part of learning how to dance. Students 

are taught the RAD Syllabus. Classical Ballet demands 

grace and precision. Students are taught correct posture 

and poise, while improving muscle development and 

strength through the use of their arms and head. The 

legs develop strength and flexibility through a great 

deal of work on turnout, extensions and jumps. We also 

offer the opportunity for students to take part in annual 

examinations and in Years 11-12 QCA recognises RAD 

Classical Ballet contributing studies for the Queensland 

Certificate of Education (QCE).

Stretch and technique
Stretch and Technique conditioning teaches correct 

alignment to improve flexibility, strength and control. 

It also has a body-to-brain component which enhances 

the longevity of sustaining a career in performance. 

This is due to the brain having the ability to sustain this 

mind-body memory once correctly enhanced, hence the 

continuing visual improvement one observes. 

Turns and leaps
Our turns and leaps classes focus on jumping and 

turning, two technical aspects of dance that are used 

in almost all forms of dance and choreography. These 

classes will teach students how to properly prepare 

for a jump safely, to prevent injury to the body, as well 

as how to turn properly on the body’s centre axis to 

prevent from falling over or feeling unstable. The ability 

to jump and turn correctly is very crucial to a dancer’s 

technical progress. 

Hip Hop
Classes are choreography based and are highly stylised 

to that of an international standard. Correct hip hop 

technique is taught within the choreography, with 

high emphasis on foundation grooves, movement 

and connection to the music. A variety of different 

movements and styles are incorporated into every piece 

of choreography. Boys only classes are also available in 

this style. 

Afternoon School Prospectus
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Acrobatics
Students start with fundamental skills of acrobatics and 

cater for all skill levels. A variety of skills are taught in 

this class including: basic tumbling skills, forward and 

backward rolls, cartwheels, handstands, kick overs and 

round offs. Students can then progress into advanced 

skills such as: walkovers, back flips, aerials, front and 

back somersaults. Strength, body posture and flexibility 

work are also included to ensure the body is capable of 

such skills.

Circus Arts
A modern art form that incorporates the use of hanging 

equipment, DSA utilizes silks, lyra and trapeze. Aerial 

increases versatility in circus arts, acrobatics and dance, 

and uses high-flying acrobatic feats to amaze audiences. 

Musical theatre
A group class, learning vocal technique, drama and 

dance skills, combined with learning how to perform in 

the musical theatre genre. Students also learn how to 

prepare for auditions. This is an exciting and fun way to 

mix singing, dancing and acting. 

Lyrical
Lyrical dance is a genre of dance created by merging 

ballet, jazz and contemporary. Lyrical dancing is 

performed to music with lyrics to inspire movement 

and express strong emotions, usually the emotions 

that the choreographer feels from the song. Because 

of this emotional element, the style concentrates more 

on individual approach and expressiveness, rather than 

precision in the dancer’s movements. 

Singing
Our singing classes are designed to teach students 

correct vocal technique, application to song and 

performance skills whilst boosting confidence and stage 

craft through live performance opportunities.

Tumble track and hand balancing
Our Tumbling Track and Balance classes are a dynamic 

exploration of artistic gymnastics and trampolining. 

Often referred to as power tumbling, the trampoline 

allows for more advanced tumbling skills to be linked 

together and helps students to become strong and 

confident with movements, eventually being able to 

work without the trampoline entirely.

Dynamite Studios
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Workshops
Get a taste of Dynamite Studios life with three days of jam packed 
intensive workshops from the industry’s leading artist. 

Daily program
• Each day starts at 9:30am with Registration. 

•  Students are divided into three groups 

(Junior, Intermediate and Senior). 

• Workshops will commence daily at 10:00am.

•  Each class is 1.5 hours in length and there are three 

classes per day. 

• Students will break for lunch from 1:00pm – 1:30pm.

• Final workshop for the day will end at 3:00pm.

Private tuition
Dynamite Studios offers private lessons with a trainer and genre of choice. Private lessons are offered in singing and 

all styles of dance and circus arts and can be used to create a customised choreographed competition and eisteddfod 

piece, as well as improve and perfect technique and training.

Acting house
The Acting House is an initiative from Evolution Agency that assists with mentoring and developing young talent in 

preparation for the film and TV industry. The programs that run under The Acting House have been successful with 

developing a talent's, knowledge, understanding and capabilities in screen acting. These programs are designed 

to educate and provide practical tools and skills for getting behind a camera including script analysis, making critical 

character choices, effectively putting a self tape together and practicing the casting process. Our students throughout 

these programs get to meet and work with casting directors which allows our young actors to engage in feedback and 

discussions with industry professionals, whilst gaining industry exposure. Evolution Agency represents talent of all ages 

in the film and TV industry, so if you are wanting to find out how to be involved with our Acting House, please enquire 

hello@evolutionagency.com.au.

If you are someone who would like to know how to be cast in TV commercials, theme parks advertisements, speaking 

roles on major film productions, TV shows, TV presenting and all round confidence in front of the camera, then the Acting 

House would be the place to begin!
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Elite programs
Elite vocal development program
Do you want to develop yourself as a professional vocal artist?

This course is led by industry professionals Abbe Bradbury and Jessica 

Stokes. Our Vocal program strives to grow the minds and confidence 

of young aspiring pre-professional performers. We offer expert 

guidance and teach the vocal and personal skills needed to succeed in 

a competitive industry. We encourage our vocalists to push past their 

comfort zones and explore their potential as an artist. Our course involves 

weekly mentoring, vocal training, recordings, live concerts and so 

much more. We strive to offer the education and mentorship that ignites 

student potential.

Elite circus development program
Launch a career in cirque 

We have meticulously created this course in circus training to allow 

students to develop their skills within the genre of circus, whether it's; 

tumbling, hand balancing, contortion, lyra, or silks we cover it all and 

under the expertise guidance of our circus trainers

Elite classical development program
Designed for dancers that are confident in their understanding in 

ballet technique and principles.

This course is designed specially for aspiring classical dancers. The Elite 

Classical Development Program is all about inspiring the students to really 

see why advancing their classical training can add so much to a career 

in dance.

Dynamite Studios
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Examinations
Rad classical ballet examinations 
Each year, students are invited to take part in yearly RAD 

classical ballet examinations. Examination results in 

previous years have been excellent in all levels, and are 

a true reflection of the time, commitment and dedication 

of students and parents, as well as the preparation the 

studio offers in the exam process.

Examinations are a wonderful opportunity for students 

in years 11 and 12 to be able to obtain QCE credit points 

and gain the necessary accreditation that can lead into 

more formal qualifications. Please note: There are 

extra costs involved in sitting the RAD classical ballet 

examinations and the Trinity College London musical 

theatre examinations, as well as extra rehearsals and set 

attire that may cost extra. 

Performance team
Dynamite Studios performance team is a group of young performers 
aspiring to be the best they can be. Students are dedicated to their 
studies and train numerous times a week. 

Performance Team participates in various dance 

competitions/eisteddfods, corporate events and charity 

events. This program is developed for students who 

wish to live and breathe dance and all other facets of the 

performing arts. Each performance builds confidence, 

performance skills, stage presence and a determination 

to succeed. 

Performance Team members are exposed to auditions 

and professional, paid work opportunities. Performance 

Team is a special training program and requires a full 

year commitment. Performance Team is an invitation 

only group for students who demonstrate a high 

level of commitment, skills and dedication to their 

dance studies.

Our focus is to support students to dare to dream and 

show them how to make their creative vision a reality. 

Our expert staff offer specialist training to help you ignite 

your career goals. We teach the industry-specific skills 

needed to launch a career with longevity. Every student 

matters to us. We truly do want to walk with you on your 

pathway to success. We want to support and encourage 

you to dream, believe and achieve.
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